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1. Wordpress

1. a) Creating a Wordpress Blog

One of the advantages to signing up for Wordpress is the freedom to have as many or as few 
active blogs as you choose. The first step is to create a free Wordpress account at Wordpress.com. To 
begin a new blog, simply go to the Wordpress homepage, or to your own user profile, and select 'New 
Blog'. You will be prompted to select a theme, a domain name, and a title for your blog. All of this 
information is easily altered in the future, should you wish to change the web address or name of your 
site. This process is incredibly user-friendly, as you are immediately made aware as to which domain 
names are available as you type in your requested site address. 

To choose a theme for your blog, go to Dashboard --> Appearance or select the 'Select your 
Theme' button when in the general Dashboard view. 
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  Figure I: General
  Dashboard View (showing
  theme selection)

Choosing a theme for your blog can be somewhat overwhelming, as there are hundreds of 
options available. Each theme has a separate Wordpress 'support' forum complete with information 
regarding the amount of active users each theme has, the date of its creation, last update, etc. Each 
theme presents sample pages for you to browse, and it is very simple to apply themes directly to your 
blog to see whether you like the appearance when it is applied to your content. My suggestion is that 
while experimenting with the appearance of various settings it is best to keep your blog 'private' until 
you have made a decision – this is completely optional and is just personal preference. To keep your 
blog private, simply select the 'Private' option underneath Dashboard --> Settings. Once you have 
settled on a theme, it is possible to customize it further, particularly with regard to colours and header 
photos. To do so, select Dashboard --> Themes --> Customize (note: NOT custom design, as this is a 
paid feature). Once you select this your blog will open up in a new, editable mode in which you are free 
to play around with various setting within your chosen theme. There is also often a number of options 
for general display, including whether you would like side bars – I opted against this to retain 
simplicity.

  

Figure II: The view while 
in 'customize' feature.

In my case, I wanted a theme that was minimalist (crisp and clean!) so as to not be overly 
distracting; my desire was that visitors be attracted to the content and not overwhelmed by flashy 
headers or bright colours.  My final list of contenders was as follows: Book Lite; Academica; Runo 
Lite; Manifest Demo; Chaotic Soul; Chapters ($60); and Elegant Grunge. I settled on the last theme, 
Elegant Grunge, which is not a particularly popular theme (it has a relatively small number of active 
users and infrequent updates), but I was very much drawn to the aesthetic qualities – attractiveness and 
visual suitability were the determining factors for me in creating this blog.
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1. b) Switching from 'Blog' to 'Website'

My initial concern in selecting Wordpress to host my website was that the default front page 
looked too much like a blog. I was not interested with having an active blog feature on my website, and 
was not going to create 'posts' in the traditional sense – the goal of my project was to create a website 
that appeared professional, organized and structured. This issue was happily resolved when I learned 
from a fellow classmate who was wrestling with the same problem: under the Dashboard --> Settings 
--> Reading tab, there is the option to set your feed to 'static'. Once you do this you must select a 'page' 
to appear as a home page, otherwise it will still appear as a blog. Therefore, set up your homepage first 
(see directions below, under 'Creating Pages'), but do not give it a title. It will appear as 'untitled' in 
your list of pages (under Dashboard --> Pages) and then simply select 'untitled' to appear as your 
homepage under the drop down menu in the Reading Settings. You are free to give this page a title, but 
be aware that if this is done, there will be no tab listed as 'Home' in your toolbar, but will instead appear 
as your given title; I avoided this option because I wanted users to have the option to go back to a 
'beginning', so to speak. 

Figure III: Switching from a '
blog' to a 'static' feed.

2. Pages

2. a) Creating Pages

This is easily done in one of two ways: 1) When in 'Dashboard' mode, scroll to Pages --> Add 
New, or when in the 'Pages' tab click the 'Add New' button; 2) When logged in and viewing a page that 
has already been created, hover over your blog's name in the top left corner, a menu will drop down and 
you simply select New –> Page. Be aware that if you have long titles for your pages, or a large number 
of pages, rather than condense the toolbar to fit on one plane, Wordpress will automatically place a 
second row of pages underneath the toolbar. If you are concerned about aesthetics, keep this in mind, as 
it is much more attractive to have all your pages in a single row in the toolbar, rather than two; this can 
be avoided, as mentioned, with short page names and a small number of pages.

2. b) Nesting Pages

There are two different types of pages: 'Parent' and 'Nested'. Once you are ready to publish your 
page, there are several options under the heading 'Page Attributes', including 'Parent'. If you leave this 
as 'None', your page will appear in the toolbar as a clickable tab – a parent page. If you wish to create 
nested pages, ones which appear below the parent page when one hovers over with the mouse, simply 
select the page for which you would like to nest under the drop down menu. This does mean that 
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should create a parent page before the nested pages, but you can always rearrange at a later date when 
editing. The nested pages will appear under the parent page in alphabetical order, but if you wish to 
alter this order, go to your Dashboard --> Pages, and you should see a list of existing pages. Beneath 
the page you would like to alter, select 'quick edit' and you can fill in a number for 'order'. Note, '1' does 
not take precedence over '0', so you must change the numbers of all the pages, or intentionally leave 
your first page at '0'. This is also true for your parent pages, so if you would like them to appear in an 
order other than alphabetical, be sure to follow the same directions for page order.

Figure IV: How to order Pages in Quick Edit

3. Text 

3. a) Inserting Text

Once you have created your page, you are invited to create a title and insert text directly into a 
text-box. This is very straightforward and there are simple options such as bold, italic, alignment, and 
bulleting. However, when it comes to font, text size, and colour, the only solution I have found is to 
design your text in a word document to your aesthetic standard, then copy-and-paste this text into the 
Wordpress text editor. Otherwise you will have a default font (sans serif, it seems), and a standard size, 
which can be less-than-exciting. This cut-and-paste system is not perfect, but it seems to be fairly 
manageable. I had a bit of difficulty with the AppleChancery font on my front page, particularly with 
regard to spacing – the text was double-spaced in my word processor, but I had to manually create 
sufficient spacing once I had pasted it (in my case, just pressing 'enter' at the end of every line). I have 
no idea why this was the case. Otherwise, if you copy-and-paste text from an internet source, there 
seems to be no issue in Wordpress, and it even (conveniently) defaults to the standard font provided.

3. b) Embedding Links in Text

To create a hyperlink, simply highlight the desired text, click the 'link' button in the toolbar 
(what resembles an infinity sign) and paste the link into the pop-up box that appears. You then have the 
choice to name the hyperlink: DO THIS! - It's useful for checking statistics later (see 7. b) Hyperlinks, 
below), when long web addresses with not suffice in quickly distinguishing between web addresses that 
your visitors are clicking. You also have the option to allow the hyperlink to open up a new tab, or re-
direct from the current page. My opinion is that internal links are best on the same page, while external 
should open up a new tab, so that your visitors aren't led completely away from your site. It is easy to 
hyperlink to your own pages within the site, simply by selecting them from the list that appears on the 
bottom portion of the pop-up box. 

This entire process is fairly straightforward unless you have the unfortunate combination of a 
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Wordpress account and a Google Chrome web browser which has been equipped with ScriptSafe. In 
that case the toolbar does not appear until you 'allow' scripts for the page. So, I unhappily spent much 
time trying to figure out how to embed links in the text itself with a non-existent toolbar. I then scoured 
through Wordpress help forums which all explained the 'link' button (which I wasn't seeing) before I 
realized that the help fora weren't helping me because my script blocker was blocking the toolbar with 
the 'link' option. None of the help forums mentioned this as a possibility. Oh, technology.

4. Media 

4. a) Uploading and Editing Pictures

Wordpress allows you to have a media library (Dashboard --> Media -->Library), which is very 
handy, and once a photo is uploaded there, you can edit it somewhat within Wordpress (the only option 
I ever took advantage of here was cropping, and the function worked well). You can also upload a 
picture from your computer while on the page onto which you wish the media image to be embedded – 
this is often an easier option if you are like me and creating the page on the go (as opposed to 
uploading all of your anticipated pictures into the media library prior to fiddling around with your 
page). Any images added like this will also be saved in your media library, which is a convenient 
feature. 

4. b) Positioning Pictures within a Page

Once your photo is uploaded, you have several options as to how to insert it into your page. You 
can choose the alignment (left, centre, right, none), and the size (the options are usually: small, 
medium, large, or thumbnail). Admittedly, I have yet to master either of these options, but I did figure 
out some things. Let's talk alignment first. It seems to me that the 'left, centre, right' are pretty 
straightforward, (while 'none' seems to be slightly off-centre) except for when there is text already on 
your page. If there is text, you must be careful where your cursor is placed before inserting the photo, 
as this determines placement. If you want your photo to standalone but with a right or left justification, 
you simply can press 'enter' until the text arrives in it's destination below the photograph. Two issues 
with this: The first is that if you use this 'enter' trick, then go back to the page to edit at a later date – 
surprise! The text is back up next to the photo. So, yes, you have to alter this again (i.e. press 'enter' 
again until it looks right)  before you update your changes.  For example, I edited a page to look like 
this:

Figure V: Desired layout in editor
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But when I returned to edit the page, the text had reverted to this:

 Figure VI: Reverted layout in editor

The second issue is that when you place a photo at the bottom of a page (no problem, just jump 
down to where you want the photo by pressing enter and then insert the photo normally). However, if 
you then want to add text, I haven't figured out a way to then get the cursor BELOW the text (which is 
now at the bottom of the page). The way I dealt with this was to remove the photo, insert the text, then 
re-insert the photo above the text. A couple more issues: The spacing created by pressing 'enter' above 
and below photos seems to have a glitch in that most of the time the exact number of line-breaks appear 
(as in, the way you want them), but other times the editor refuses to create a space between your text 
and photo (or photo and photo, or text and text, etc.) even if you have skipped down using 'enter' a 
bunch of times – the trickiest part of this is that it looks right in your editor, but not once you save your 
changes and view your page. Sadly, I have no solution for this and its appearance seems completely 
random. 

 Figure VII: An example of a spacing issue below
  the photo (I wanted more space between photo
  and text)

Finally, yes you can insert photos on the same plane (one 'right' and one 'left' for example), but 
the success of this seems largely determined by the size of the photo so, on to a discussion of file size! 
Some photos are of a larger file-size, and therefore there is no uniformity to the size options that 
Wordpress gives you (small, medium, large, thumbnail). This is not really a serious problem and in 
fact, I think, gives some variety to your pictures. I imagine more consistency could be achieved through 
manually altering the file on your computer prior to upload. That being said, if you want more than one 
picture on the same plane (left, centre, right, for example), as mentioned above, this will be met with 
varying degrees of success based on your file sizes. Because there is no option to manually adjust the 
size and alignment of the photos once they are inserted into your page, much of the layout is left to 
chance and much frustration can ensue. One way to solve this (as I display on my homepage) was to 
simply create the desired effect in a separate program (Photoshop, CorelDraw, or even Paint) and then 
insert the pre-edited, combined version into the centre of your page; the result is that I took three 
images of varying sizes, pasted them together in Photoshop, and inserted them into my homepage to 
create the illusion of three separate photos. 
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 Figure VIII: Images
 Photoshopped together to
 create one file with three
 uniform images

5. Practical Concerns

5. a) Navigating your site

When creating a website, navigability is a primary concern. Above all, you want your website to 
be attractive and user-friendly, which means creating a practical, meaningful layout. The way in which 
various individuals may interact with your site may not be immediately obvious, so ideally you should 
try to keep at the forefront of your mind the many ways people explore web-based content, and then 
attempt as best as possible to create an intuitive website. This was a particularly interesting challenge, 
and one which I very much enjoyed overcoming – or, at least, is an area in which I think I was 
particularly successful.

Your parent pages appear at the top of your page, on your toolbar in whichever order you 
designate them (see above: 2. a) Creating Pages). Some prefer to navigate the site using the toolbar, and 
the nested pages which drop down. I quickly found out that it is crucial to create content for your parent 
page in spite of the fact that it may seem more tempting to click a drop-down link rather than the parent 
page itself; if a parent page has drop-down nested pages anticipate the potential that someone may click 
the parent page by simply putting a couple sentences of introductory material within the parent page 
and hyperlink to the nested pages. For a concrete example of this, see the way in which I included basic 
information on the 'Case Studies' parent page located in the toolbar, but that basic content simply links 
the user to further content. 

A problem which was brought to my attention was the fact that if a user is visiting a parent 
page, the page title remains highlighted within the toolbar for easy visual reference; if a user is visiting 
a nested page, however, the title remains highlighted but is not immediately visible because it is not a 
part of the toolbar. The solution I came up with this was to manually insert hyperlinks to both the 
preceding and following pages. To do this, simply edit the content of each page: once in the 'edit' mode 
of the desired page, type the words to be linked into the very bottom of the text box. Left justify the 
words for the preceding page, right justify the words for the following page, and hyperlink the title of 
the relevant pages (see above: 3. b) Embedding Links in Text; linking to your own page). I chose to use 
the words “Back to: ____” and “Next Up: ____” and made sure to maintain consistency in the titles of 
the pages. This process is very straightforward but somewhat time-consuming (especially if you realize 
that you should be doing this after you have created all of your pages, as I did). Including these helpful 
links creates an internal, linear navigation of the page, which some users prefer, but does not remove 
the possibility of exploring the website in a more abstract way, based on the toolbar and the internal 
content of your pages.
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5. b) Editing Content

As I was deciding how to present the content of my pages, I kept two things in mind: 
straightforward writing and visual stimulation. Despite the fact that I was attempting to present my own 
research, I was concerned with presenting the user with enormous blocks of texts; the experience of 
accessing and ingesting content in a website-based format is different from the experience of reading 
academic texts and articles (even when the latter is found online). I was conscious of keeping my non-
academic audience interested and engaged, while at the same time maintaining academic integrity in 
the content itself. The solution I present is twofold: 1) edit mercilessly so as to include only the 
research which I found most stimulating and pertinent to the project itself without digressing into long, 
flowery analyses or wasting space with lengthy passages from ancient sources; and 2) break up the text 
into manageable chunks by separating sections physically by a space or two above and below, and by 
displaying clear titles which allow the user to jump around and decide for themselves which content 
they choose to read. Other methods I employed were the use of bold for important phrases or points, 
and the use of italics for Latin and Greek text. The consistent use of bold and italic for these purposes 
throughout the pages allow for the user to become familiar with your chosen format and to visually 
single out their desired content when scanning a page. The drawback to this methodology is that you 
are, in a way, selecting for importance on behalf of your viewer: by choosing what to include, what to 
highlight, and what to omit, you present your reader with your own research biases. This is an obstacle 
in all areas of academia, of course, but I find that an honest admission of biases and making 
information accessible is one way of dealing with this issue.

Finally, I decided to separate long blocks of text with relevant images – due to the fact that I 
wanted to maintain a minimalistic but sharp presentation, I consciously avoided inundating the user 
with extraneous images. There are, however, no pages without images with the exception of the 
introductory pages (which serve only to redirect the user to richer content – see 5. a) Navigating Your 
Site, above). Ultimately, although the research itself is the point of the website, I attempted to create a 
balance between image and text for the sake of aesthetic appeal.

5. c) Peer Review & Acknowledgements

The website that is currently published online is quite different than the original drafts I had 
created. Prior to publication, I altered my privacy settings from 'Private: Only Me' to 'Private: Anyone 
with a Link' (these options can be found in Dashboard --> Settings). I then emailed the link to a select 
few peers whose opinion I sought and valued. Some of these were non-academic friends who had 
experience in visual arts; others were academics within my field; others were individuals who had 
significant experience creating and editing web-based content. Without their valuable feedback the 
website would look very different and would be significantly less user-friendly and intuitive than it is (I 
hope) at present. Their suggestions and advice were primarily with regard to navigability and layout, 
(issues which have been discussed above based on my personal experience as a result of their reviews 
and critiques). I cannot recommend this course of action more strongly – often we become so inundated 
with our own creations that we are no longer able to critically evaluate our own material; receiving 
objective advice is vital for success. In terms of giving credit where credit is due, I would like to thank 
(in alphabetical order): M. Duffy; L. Gaisford; J. Hobratschk; S. McElduff; A. Mihailiuk; A. 
O'Flanagan; and D. Schneller.
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6. Additional Features

6. a) Embedding a Prezi
My motivation for including a Prezi within the website was to provide users with the option of 

interacting with the material in an alternative format and to provide a multimedia dimension to the 
website. The inclusion of a Prezi is intended to allow users to engage with the material in a more 
passive, linear format: when one elects to 'watch' the Prezi, the entire project is presented to the user at 
his or her own pace in a coherent, standalone production. 

Initially, I envisioned an embedded video created with screen casting software. The first attempt 
involved 'BBFlashback', which I eventually realized is PC-compatible only. I then moved on to a 
program called 'ScreenFlow', which was over $100 but offered a free download. After watching several 
introductory videos and creating and editing a short, sample screen cast, I realized that all screen-casts 
created with the trial version were obnoxiously marred with a large watermark. Following this setback, 
I came across a program called 'Camtasia', which also offers a free trial (without the offending 
watermark): Camtasia seemed to be the ideal option, finally! However, I neglected to research the 
embedding possibilities on Wordpress itself, and soon discovered that to embed videos, one must 
upgrade their blog at the cost of $60/year. Not wanting to commit my website to a yearly fee, I 
researched other options and eventually came across some information on embedding Prezis directly 
into Wordpress sites. Not my original vision, but by opting to limit the user's navigability on Prezi to 
the simple forward/back function (rather than the user having complete control over their 
zooming/navigating capabilities on the embedded Prezi), I concluded that this was satisfactorily similar 
to a screen cast. In fact, it had certain advantages in that the user could move forward at their own pace 
without having to pause a video. 

I created a page called 'Multimedia', and copied the link provided to me by Prezi for embedding 
presentations and...an error message. Prezi provides iframe codes which are not supported by 
Wordpress. Luckily, there is a Wordpress forum (wpbtips) for just this topic, but the information they 
provide is no longer valid; if you alter the code based on their advice, you will receive the message: 
"embed code seems to be broken". Finally, I came across another help forum in which bloggers were 
experiencing the exact same problem as me, and a helpful Wordpress user posted an alternative code 
which he or she promised would work – all you were required to do was insert your Prezi's ID code 
where he had boldfaced typed 'PASTE CODE HERE'. This code, too, did not work and was creating 
quite the storm on this forum, as the helpful user insisted upon its efficacy. Due to his insistence, I did 
not give up but played around with it a bit and eventually realized that it wasn't working because 
pasting text into the Pages --> Edit function (Edit mode) of Wordpress often distorts the pasted text. For 
the first time in my life, I solved a computer problem and posted my discovery in the forum itself for 
the benefit of future Prezi-Wordpress advocates. Here is the link to the forum itself: 
http://en.forums.wordpress.com/topic/embedding-prezi-to-my-blog?replies=12#post-1187996  ;   and here 
are the specific instructions for a successful embedded Prezi link: 

I. Copy the following link: [gigya src="http://prezi.com/embed/PASTECODEHERE/?
bgcolor=ffffff&amp;lock_to_path=1&amp;autoplay=no&amp;autohide_ctrls=0&amp;fe
atures=undefined&amp;disabled_features=undefined" width="550" height="400" 
frameBorder="0" ]

II. Paste the link itself into a word document
III. Copy your ID from the embed link that Prezi provides (highlighted red): <iframe 

src="http://prezi.com/embed/11a504a5be04e950286b0b0aba35ce20a2c0bfbc/?
bgcolor=ffffff&amp;lock_to_path=1&amp;autoplay=no&amp;autohide_ctrls=0&amp;features=undefined
&amp;disabled_features=undefined" width="550" height="400" frameBorder="0"></iframe>
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IV. Paste your ID over the PASTEIDHERE section of the code – it is crucial that this step 
be done IN the word document and not directly in the edit mode of your Wordpress 
pages. This should look something like this: [gigya 
src="http://prezi.com/embed/11a504a5be04e950286b0b0aba35ce20a2c0bfbc/?
bgcolor=ffffff&amp;lock_to_path=1&amp;autoplay=no&amp;autohide_ctrls=0&amp;fe
atures=undefined&amp;disabled_features=undefined" width="550" height="400" 
frameBorder="0" ]

V. Copy and paste the entire code, complete with your ID, into the relevant Wordpress page 
you are editing.

If you don't do it this way, you'll get either the 'embed code is wrong' or 'no hot linking' 
messages. Good luck!

6. b) Creating a Zotero Bibliography

Admittedly, this section is less about how to create a Zotero bibliography and more about how 
to link your bibliography to a Wordpress site - and what you cannot do if you have a basic account on 
Wordpress.com – with the hopes of preventing the same frustration that I experienced. Zotero is a 
citation management tool that is free to download and is extremely useful for scholars and the like who 
deal with a large amount of bibliographical material. It is designed for the Firefox browser, so be aware 
that if you are using Chrome, Explorer, Safari, etc. you will have to download a standalone version 
(which is not nearly as sleek as the Firefox version for which it was made). One of the advantages of 
Zotero is that while your library is stored on the Firefox browser itself (an icon on the bottom of a 
browser page allows you to open your library at any time), there is also an online aspect, so that one 
may login to their bibliography even when not on their personal computer. Your Zotero library will 
sync automatically with the online version with an active internet connection but ONLY after one opens 
up the 'Preferences' window on the computer version, selects the 'Sync' tab, enters the login name and 
password and selects 'sync automatically'. If you do not perform these steps you will not see your 
bibliography online, and will not be able to create and share your library – which is precisely the aim I 
had in mind.

To share bibliographic information, simply create a Zotero group and add your desired items (in 
my case, all the references which I used for the research presented on the website). Again, this is not a 
tutorial on how to create a group, but Zotero is extremely user-friendly and the directions are 
straightforward. I made my group public in terms of viewing, but private in terms of membership. Once 
the library was created, I set about finding the Zotero widget for Wordpress (which I knew existed) 
with the hopes of displaying the widget as an embedded feature on my website. A warning that comes 
as a result of several hours of pouring over Wordpress help forums and head-bashing: this is NOT 
possible with a Wordpress.com account. If you choose to host your Wordpress blog or website on your 
own server, then you receive a Wordpress.org account, which allows you to install widgets like 
Zotpress (cleverly, Zotero for Wordpress). This was far beyong my technical capabilities and desires, 
and therefore this story serves as a parable in knowing when to resign yourself to realistic aspirations. 
Ultimately, rather than having a more aesthetically-pleasing embedded widget, I reconciled to simply 
creating a hyperlink (see: 3. b) Embedding Links in Text) to my newly-created Zotero library from my 
'Sources' page. Perhaps hosting my own Wordpress.org account will be something to consider for the 
future, but at present this section is included in hopes that others will be able to avoid spending as much 
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time as I did trying to accomplish something that simply was not feasible.

 Figure IX: Hyperlink to Zotero Library

7. Publishing and Promoting your Site

7. a) Social Media

There is an excellent feature on Wordpress that allows you to include social media buttons 
directly on the bottom of your pages, above the 'comments' area. This can be found under Settings--> 
Sharing, and including a button is as simple as clicking and dragging the desired button to the indicated 
area. Personally, I opted for the following: Wordpress' own 'Press This' button; Facebook; Twitter; 
Google+; StumbleUpon; Pinterest; and Tumblr. At present the only two which have been successful 
are, unsurprisingly, Facebook and Twitter. 

 Figure X: Sharing Buttons

I plan to leave the rest of the buttons for the time being but will consider removing them if they 
fail to garner additional traffic and are only cluttering the pages. The benefit of social media can be 
seen when exploring your site's statistics – this can be done through Dashboard --> Site Stats or via the 
small dark bar graph that appears on the top left of your browser screen when you are logged into your 
Wordpress account and visiting your site. 

 Figure XI: Statistics Bar

The statistics are incredibly informative and provide daily, weekly, and/or overall information 
such as: number of visitors; number of page views; average page view per visitor; countries from which 
your site is being viewed; which links are clicked; search engine terms; and, importantly for the present 
discussion, referrals. Referrals refer both to viewers who have been referred to your page via an 
external website or a search engine, in addition to viewers who are sharing your website via your share 
buttons. One cannot deny the ability of social media to disseminate information, and I would strongly 
recommend promoting your website within your own social media circles (post on Facebook, Tweet, 
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etc.) as I did, and encouraging your friends to share your link as well.

 Figure XII: An example of referrer 
statistics

7. b) Hyperlinks

This section refers not to creating hyperlinks within your own website, but hyperlinking TO 
your website from external sources. As much as you are able, embed the link to your website within 
any other websites to which you have access – personally, I added the website to: my academia.edu 
profile; my personal page within the website of the Department of Classical, Near Eastern, and 
Religious Studies; my Facebook account; my email signatures; and my Gchat status. One course of 
action which I plan to continue to pursue in the future is to email (and in some cases, follow-up) with 
the websites which I myself hyperlink to in my Wordpress site, under the Links section. Ideally, this 
will create a reciprocal network of linked information, without which online content is rendered 
extraneous and disconnected.

7. c) Copyright Concerns

Be responsible when it comes to digital content. Treat images and ideas in the same way you 
would for traditional academic research, be it an article, a presentation, a poster, or a book. Use only 
open-source content, or that which is licensed under Creative Commons. I was hugely successful using 
only Wikimedia and Flickr (with an advanced search option of Creative Commons-only material) – this 
of course restricted my selection of media files in contrast to a general Google Images search, but it 
wasn't imperative that I include copyrighted material for the sake of my website. There are three 
suggestions I have if you are unable to find an open-access version of an image which you find crucial 
to your presentation: 

I. Email the owner of the image – it can never hurt to ask, although it might be difficult to 
determine who exactly is the original owner if you found the image, say, on a website 
which is not as concerned with copyright. However, if it is a privately owned Flickr 
image, or a map/plan, etc. from an academic work, contacting the author should be fairly 
straightforward. This is an option that is somewhat time-consuming, but one which will 
likely yield positive results if you are polite and honest with your intentions for the 
photo.

II. Hyperlink to the image itself. I myself used this option for the photograph of the marble 
plan showing the inscription of the Graecostadium on my page 'The Roman Monster 
Market'. The copyright belongs to the Forma Urbis Romae project undertaken by 
Standford and hyperlinking to this photo is a good option in this situation because it's 
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presence is not crucial to the page, but yet I offer my audience a resource through which 
to view it. I find this one of the benefits of presenting website-based academic research 
– with a simple click one is able to see an image to which I am referring; in a traditional 
article, however, the reader would see the reference, but would then need to seek out the 
original source itself.

III. Create your own image (or cash in a favour with an artistically-inclined friend. This 
proved to be a great success for me, as the material with which I was dealing was 
primarly textual evidence which I wanted to be made visual. However, these were 
somewhat obscure passages from Latin and Greek texts which dealt with unusual 
subjects: an ostrich-headed boy, or a person with no calves, for example. No such 
images exist for this type of content but, more importantly, they are stimulating 
descriptions which inspire artistic depiction – again, if you happen to know someone of 
artistic inclination. I offered a good friend of mine credit for her drawings and a 
separate, nested 'About the Artist' page (forthcoming). She was more than happy to 
accept, and we successfully collaborated in order to create images with which we were 
both happy. She herself is creating a Wordpress website to exhibit her work, and when 
that has been made public we will link our sites together. 

 Above all remember to maintain academic integrity: NEVER resort to a screen shot of an 
image and never use an image on your site if you are unsure of the ownership (even if it was 
'downloadable'). 

8. Concluding Remarks

No matter the motivation for creating a website, whether it be personal, professional, academic, 
or otherwise, Wordpress can be a very good venue to do so. The advantages of Wordpress include a 
large community and, therefore, substantial technical support. The learning curve is such that it is steep 
at the beginning, but tapers relatively quickly after the initial set-up. This guide is meant to alleviate 
some of the frustration encountered in the early stages of setting up a Wordpress blog in a website-type 
format. It is by no means comprehensive but is intended to be a helpful accompaniement to the time-
consuming introductory phase, when the majority of mistakes are made and the most exasperation 
encountered. I hope this guide proves useful and, in conclusion, remember to: have fun, be creative, 
and don't be afraid to ask friends and colleagues for help and advice. 

Chelsea A.M. Gardner 

gardneca[at]alumni.ubc.ca

March 2013
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